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I. Introduction 

Continuing Education has become a popular theme over 
the past coupie of years. The recent Federal economic cut- 
backs which have directly or indirectly caused the disloca- 
tion of tens of thousands of engineers, have also triggered 
a small avalanche of new educational efforts by community 
schools and colleges, universities, private companies, and 
professional organizations. To name a few examples, some 
community colleges have greatly expanded programs to 
include new topics hitherto unexplored, and have encouraged 
the growth of off-campus instructional centers to better 
serve a needy public. Many universities such as Stanford 
are fostering special educational conferences and short 
courses appealing to the need for technological “retreading”. 
Private industries continue to support and exyand educational 
programs although in manjr sectors such programs have been 
severely curtailed because of the economic situation. And 
finally the IEEE has cooperated with other professional 
organizations in Govermnent retraining efforts, and as well 
is sponsoring a large number of short courses, management 
seminars, new publications, and new audio-visual services. 

Interwoven in all of these efforts is a newly awakened 
desire for &ability of employment as well as a desire for 
relevance of engineering to social needs. The engineering 

’ procession has been shocked out of the complacency born of 
the steadily increasing demand for its services of the past 
30 years. For the first time in this period of record growth, 
certain segments of the technological expansion have, at 
least temporarily, passed through a peak. New directions 
are beirg sought for the application of surplus engineering 
manpower; the hope has been expressed in many quarters 
that with Professional Society stimulus and Government sup- 
port, some of this manpower can be redirected into socially 
impor+ant programs such as medical and biologic,al instru- 
mentation, and pollution measurement and control. New 
research and production activities in such fields, it is stated, 
not only can absorb this manpower but can make the pro- 
fession more viable tha ever. 

In n similar vein, recent statements1 from the Stznford 
Universitv School of Engineering bravely preciict an increas- 
ing need for engineers in the 1970’s - in fact a total need of 
42, @OQ oer year for the rest of the decade. The school 
emph&zes ti1a.t the current unemployment is concentrated 
in the %e!atively narrcw” sectors of Aerospace and Elec- 
tronics, implying that the manpower oversupply is not as 
serious as it might appear. It does not give any figures for 
gr&lates expected during l&is period from present levels of 
exoilment,. The article places the present level of engineer- 
ing unemployment at about 30,000. By contrast, a Department 
of La’bor s>oliesman at the April 1972 IEEE Region 6 Ccnfer- 
ence quoted a current engineering unemployment figure of 
93,000. 

II. .The Problem 

But what are the facts of the matter? First of all, it is a 
fact that technological change is causing obsolescence among 
engincers at an ever-increasing rate. who among us has 
no: been dismayed at the amount of new material in our fields 
which we feel compelled’to “keep up with:’ ? And yet, without 
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narrowing our interests, to absorb such detailed knowledge as 
the original field keeps expanding is impossible. Thus the 
current discussions, and some sporadic action, on retraining. 

But retraining an engineer is easier said than done. One 
of the dangers was stated recently2 by the Electronics Indus- 
tries Association Government Products Division. In letters 
to the House Scierxe and Operations Committees it stated, 
“To begin a massive program of education at this time with- 
out guarantee of job opportunities when the retraining has 
been accomplished is.. . unwise.” That is to say, retraining 
must have a long range, stable goal, if it is to be meaningful. 

Another fact was clarified during a recent investigatilon 
by the IEEE Education Activities Board i;ito opportuxities for 
engineers in the medical fie1.d: The discouragiicg result so 
far has been that opportunities are almost nonexistent because 
economic cutbacks have affected the medical field just as they 
have affected Aerospace. 

A third fact is that signsicant engineering opportunities 
in new fields such as bio-medicine and environmentai svstems 
depend on manufacturing activities in those fields, w&h in 
turn depend on the prior accomplishments of a relatively 
small group engaged in R&D in those areas. This means that 
retraining and reapplication of engineers into new techr.o?ogi- 
cal areas must be a long-term, not a short-term, process. 
New R&D could be stimulated in such fields, but this would 
affect a relatively small portion of the total engineering popu- 
lation, and as well, wouId require increased, not decreased 
Federal fiscal support. 

What about the predictions of a future shortage of engi- 
neers? There may indeed turn out to be a shortage, parti- 
cularly if one assumes that engineers continue the current 
trend of confining their activities within increasingiy narrow ---~ j, 
specialities. However, it appears that one of the root prob- 
lems is that many engineers are greatly under-utilized in 
their present jobs. If under-utilization of engineers were 
taken into account, the real surplus of ewineers would be 
far in excess of the current unemplo:menY figure. It is the 
opinion of the writer that in many private industries, not 
only t:iose related to Defence and Aerospace, the tsndancy 
is to hire an overqualified engineer for a relatively shol’t- 
term job or contract, pay him well, and lay him off without 
ever having to make an investment in his long-term pro- 
fessional development. If a long-term view were ta!;en, the 
man could be more efficiently utilized, and could be developed 
to handle a greater variety of tasks during his career, rat&r 
than be cast into stereotyped role With nnrrow ,and limited 
capabilities. An example of how compartmentalized our view 
of engineering has become can be seen in the job titles listed 
in a single paze of a recent issue of Electronics News: ‘!RF 
Circuit Se&gEer ; Microwave Component Engineer; ?rinted 
Wire Process Engineer; Guidance System Engineer; Com- 
munication Systems Engineer; System Heat Trarisfer En:i- 
neer; Analog Design Engineer; Telecommunications Test 
Equ,uj.pment Designer; Signncl Processing Eno‘ineer: Market-- - 
ing Engineer; Digiti Engineer. ” 

Under-utilization of engineers has the further implication 
that, as certnin engineering tasks become better understood 
andmore loutine, they should be taken over by engineering 
technolopists. This would include certain tvoes of basic 
design w&k. Thus tasks which were on& $ifirrned by 
engineers should provide areas of future growth for technolo- 
gists, while those (engineers) with innovative ability move 
into new fields or new levels of sophistication. This means 
that engineering and technician manpower requirements can- 
not be viewed separately in a time of rapidly developing 
technology. 
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Although profit-motivated private industry cannot be ex- 
pected to take the major leadership role in restructuring its 
basic methods to foster the growth and development of engi- 
neering manpower, professidnal societies such as IEEE, in 
cooperation with industry and educational institutions, can 
and should take such leadership. Finding new methods to 
expand the viable employment options of a working engineer, 
by an expansion of his technical as well as nontechnical capa- 
bilities and perspectives, is the important problem. The 
solution may well hinge on the development of effective pro- 
grams of Continuing Professional Education by professional 
societies such as the IEEE. 

III. A Goal for Continuing Professional Education 

In order to have any impact on the tendency toward ohsoles- 
ence brought on by technological change, continuing education 
must be exactly that: continuing. A haphazard or casual 
approach to ihe problem will yield little or no result. An 
i&%viclual engineer simply must realize that if he is not con- 
tinually undergoing some learning process on a daily, weekly 
or monthly basis, he is backsliding. 

Any programs must therefore have the basic character- 
istic that they be integrable into a variety of working environ- 
ments. They should be economical and flexible, so as to 
serve a wic’.e range of needs. And they should be designedand 
utilized with specific goals in mind. The specific goals sug- 
gested are: 

(a) To broaden, rather than increase in de@, the know- 
ledge oE the engineer within his primary speciality. 
Depth of knowledge within the speciality is not the 
main concern, since the engineer is usually updated 
in this respect by the challenges of tiis normal job. 

(b) To develou skills through some form of practice in at -7 
least one ad]acer,t area, in order to develop some 
genuine job mobility. 

(c) To develop perspectives on the role of the engineer 
as a societal problem-solver. 

The emphasis of such instruction, then, should be broad 
and interdisciplinary in nature. Professional Groups of the 
IEEE are uniquely qualified to attack this aspect of continu- 
i?lg education needs. If enough of a variety of Professional 
Groups cooperate in developing such programs, an individual 
can have a broad selection of material to choose from in 
developing his personal continuing education program. 

It is important to note that not every engineer at all times 
in his career will want or need to be participating in a formal 
educational program. There are a significant number of 
forhlnntes who manee to continually grow in breadth and 
depth of e,xperience through the challenges of their normal 
job. But at some point in his career, an engineer ~511 prob- 
ably find his job becoming routine, which is a sign that he 
ought to be looking to new fields and opportunities. The type 
of program proposed would offer an excellent starting point 
for either a minor or a major expansion of an individual!s 
interests, activities, and opportunities. 

A variety of instructional teclmiques are appropriate. 
Short courses and seminars serve one type of need. For 
more formal courses, a.udio and video tape presentations 
offer many advantages. The level of original preparation of 
a video tape course is high, but such courses can be updated 
with a minimal investment and effort. Courses involving lab 
projects, tutorials or indepecclent study will reqLire special 
personal instruction or guidance. 

Some measure of the interest of IEEE members in Tech- 
nology Forecnsting, Continuing Education, and Career Guid- 
ance is shown in Fig. 1, taken from the current results of 
the IEEE Constitutional Amenclment 8urvey. Slightly more 
than 4Oyo of voting members favor a “major expansion” of 
Continuing Education Programs. The question as stated is 
unfortunately vague: since the type of program is cot defined, 
one would assume ‘that the question means an expansion of 
cxistinm activities, which are indeed limited in scope. .A --...a 
program designed to attack some of the root causes of engi- 
neering obsolescence, and which embodies a sound philos- 
ophy for the long-term needs of the profession, could be 
expected to be unanimously supported. 

IEEE CONSXlXWONAL AMENDMENT SURVEY 

(Totals as of 2/n/72 Ref. March 1972 SPECTRUX) 

REGION 6 TOTAL 

9 YES No YES No 

15. Are you interested in IEEE 
engaging in technolo~J fore- 
cwting for career planning 
purposes 7 6212 2260 34,200 12.106 

17. Should the IEEE make a 
major expansion in its 
Continuing E&cation 
Program 7 3265 4769 16,769 25,322 

19. Should the IEEE expand its 
Career Guidance Program? 2790 5136 22,932 20,601 

FIG. 1 

The mechanism by which such progrzms may be imple- 
mented in fact already exists. Figure 2 shows the existing 
IEEE Educational Services organization, which presently 
serves as a sort of library for educational materials. The 
types of program suggest&d would be developed by Profes- 
siocal Groun Education Sub-Committees (which already exist 
in principle) in cooperation with the Educition Activitiks 
Board of IEEE, as well as with specific industries, univer- 
sities, and Government organizations. The users can be 
individuals, groups, or organizations. The IEEE Educational 
Activities Board, as the policy-making organization, provides 
guidance and coordination for the entire activity. The EAB 
would also coordinate such activities with other Engineering 
and Professional Societies. 

IEEE EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES BOARD 

I 
IEEE EDUCATIONAL SERVICES ) 

I - I 

/ 
PROGRAM AND MATERIALS 

DEVELOPMEhT 

PROFESSIONAL GROLT 
EDUCATION SW-COMMITTEES INDIVIDUALS 

EDUCATIOS GROUP GROUPS 

IHDUSTRY INDUSTRY EDUCATION PROGRAMS 

UNIVERSITIES KNIVERSITY SPECIAL PROGRAMS 

GOVERNMENT GOVERNMEhT ORGANIZATIONS 

FIG. 2 

IV. Course Structure and Accreditation 

The subject of how Continuing Education courses should 
be structured and accredited is of concern to m,embers of 
the Educational Activities Board. What type of structure and 
accreditation is appropriate to the need which has been de- 
scribed? 

The question is important because there are two basic 
ways to approach the problem. The first is relatively in- 
formal, in which case an individual or group program might, 
work as follows: One decides he needs a series of courses, 
X, Y, and 2. He contracts to obtain these from IEEZ, either 
on his own or through his company. The company presum- 
ably provides facilities, and preferably some time, to pursue 
this activity. If the engineer decides to stop half way through 
the second course, he simply does so without loss of money, 
or credits. Accreditation would be simply by the review and 
endorsement of the IEEE-EAB. 

The opposite extreme is a5 follows: An individual con- 
tracts to take courses X, Y, and 2, which are but one group 
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of a series aimed at some specific career goal. The courses 
are accredited not only by IEEE, but are recognized as ful- 
filling certain basic requirements in a graduate program at 
a specific university or group of universities. The exact 
nature of this accreditation would be decided by the individ- 
ual university involved. The company agrees to defray all 
costs, as well as to provide time off for study, with the 
proviso that the student meet a minimum performance stand- 
ard. In this case, the courses would not only have to be 
well structured, but a final measure of the student’s per- 
formance would have to be obtained. 

Thus, the first case described resembles an informal 
series of seminars; the second resembles a formal educa- 
tional program. Although both situations have their respec- 
tive attractions, Continuing Education programs will be bet- 
ter able to serve the totAl spectrum of member needs if 
effective mechanisms can be developed to accommodate the 
more formal situation. In the latter case, the goal and com- 
mitment of both the engineer and his employer will be much 
better defined, and the value of any program can be more 
readily assessed by both parties. 

V. A Proposed Nuclear Science Program 

The field of nuclear science embodies a wide variety of 
engineering and engineering-physics activities. Within the 
field, engineers tend tozpecialize in areas such as acceler- 
ator design, support systems, instrumen+M.ion, r,uclear 
power generation, reactor control, ra&ation effects, nu- 
clear inst~umen’wtion, and so on. VerTr often an engineer 
working in one area has little or no op::ortunity to become 
really competent in a related area: one Can Oilly gain a frag- 
mented acd partial understanding by observicg i?om the out- 
side. -4 first step in overcoming barriers between these 
various subfields would be to develop some fairly compre- 
hensive tutorial courses. Many such courses would be ap- 
propri?.te tB technologists 2s well as engineers. A partial 
list of major topics is shown in Fig. 3. 

BASIC TOPICS IN NUCLEAR SCIENCE 

1. NUCLEAR PHYSICS FOR ENGINEERS 

2. FLZJDAMELTALS AND APPLICATIONS OF NUCLEAR 
PARTICLE DETECTORS 

3. FUSDAMENTALS AND APPLICATIONS OF PARTICLE 
ACCELERATORS 

4. FIJSDAMENTALS OF REACTORS AND KUCLEAR 
POWER GENERATION 

5. SUCLEm INSTRUMEXTATION TECHNIQUES 

FIG. 3 

A major objective of such courses would be to explore 
the topics in a general way, in order to promote a thorough 
unCerst.ancling of the underlying principles involved, as well 
as to emphasize applica5ons outside of the immediate field. 
An example of a particular subject area is as folloms: Al- 
though accelerators and detectors are used in a num:Jer of 
areas such as high energy research, medical research and 
treatment, and materials research, usually an individual 
engineer is familiar with only one aspect of these various 
aopllcations; thus his basic understanding is limited, as is 
hiis ability to move into these a,?jacent fields should ‘he op- 
portunity or the necessity arise. The courses would t+Js 
equally well serve current practitioners, as well as those 
wishing a practical first introduction into the field. 

As a first step in developing a series of appropriate 
courses, the Nuclear Science Group Subcommittee on Con- 
tinuing Professional Education, in cooperation with the San 
Francisco Chapter of NSG and the Educational Activities 
Board, has begun the development of a short course entitled, 
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“High Speed Pulse Instrumentation Techniques”. It is planned 
to present this course initially as a one-day short course at 
Stanford Linear Accelerator Center on Sa’curdav. March 3, 
1973 just prior to the 1973 Particle AcceleratoE.Conferende 
(March 5-7, 1973. San Francisco). In addition. however. in 
order to make the course available at low cos’i to other than 
registrants for the “live” session, it is plarmed to audio tape 
the proceedings and to make an audio cassette/slide version 
of the course available through IEEE Educational Services. 
Also, the written notes and materials (much of which will be 
new material, including an extensive bibliography), will be 
published as a soft cover book and made available at iow cost 
through IEEE Press. Thus the material will be preserved, 
such that the course can be easily updated in future wi”& a 
minimum of investment. 

To illustrate the scope of this initial course, a basic out- 
line is as follows: 

Session I: High Speed Analog Pulse Techniques 
Measurement of pulse charge, amplitude 
and time 
Applications in laser, space and nuclear 
fields 

Session II: High Si2eed Digital Logic Techniques 
Basics of current mode digital logic 
High speed integrated circuit logic 
Applications in high speed time measure- 
ments, nuclear coincidence logic 

Session UI: High Speed A to D acd D to A Conversion 
Mziimum speed conversion techniques 
Accuracy-speed tradeoffs 
Applications in high speed data acquisition 
systems 

Note that the course is generalized in order to appeal to 
as wide as possible an audience, including students. Speakers 
in general will be specialists from IEEE Professional Groups, 
from Universities and from Industry. 

The specific advantages seen for this type of an educa- 
tional activity are as follows: 

1. The course serves an immediate short-term need 
and as -.vell can be updated easily to accommodate a 
long-range need. 

2. Preparation end reproduction costs are minimal. 
3. New mater%& will be generated in many cases where 

they do not presently exist or where the available 
tiltorinl 1itera’;ure is badly out of date. 

4. Useful bibliographies in special areas will be made 
available - . 

5. An individual, group or company will have access to 
the basic materials at minimal cost. 

6. The courses can be a useful and attractive adjunct to 
scheduled conferences, and with proper planning, 
can as well serve a local need apart from the parti- 
cular conference. 

7. The courses fulfill a field of interest which is being 
heavily promoted by IEEE in response to the ex- 
pressed needs of members. 

8. Ad&tional courses can be prepared by local chapter 
groups working in a parallel but non-o+erlapping 
manner. 

Some additional specific topics which are being considered 
for future cOilrses are listed beiow: 

1. IJ,igh Speed Data Acquisition Techniques and Systems 
2. Nuclear Particle Detectors, Circuits and Applica- 

tions 
0 3. High Voltage, High Speed Pulse Techniques 
A 

i: 
Reactor and Plasma Instrumentation Techniques 
Particle Accelerator Technology and Applications 

It is tentatively planned to develop at least 2-3 new 
courses per year in the immediate future. 



V. Conclusion 

The Nuclear Science Group, in the belief that IEEE Pro- 
fessional Groups can make a umque contribution in Continu- 
ing Education, is seeking to develop programs which will 
improve the versatility of practicing engineers and as well 
will serve as an introduction to specific areas of the Nuclear 
Science field. Improving the versatility of practicing engi- 
neers will not in itself guarantee continued future employ- 
ment, particularly in the face of such widespread economic 
problems as exist today; however, a Continuing E&cation 
program of the type described can be an effective counter- 
measure against obsolescence caused by future directional 
changes in technology. The effective development of such 
programs requires the cooperation of professional groups 
and societies, industry, as well as educational institutions. 

One of the most important phiiosophical motivations 
behind such programs is that, rather than hastening the al- 
ready serious obsolescence of many practicing engineers 
by creating new specialists at +he University level, efforts 
must be made to avoid obsolescence throughout the profes- 
sional life of an engineer by making Continuing Education 
an integral part of the job experience. A corollary is that 
a current assessment of future engineering and technologi- 
cal manpower needs can be made only if it can be assured 
that existing manpower will be fully utilized in the newly 
emerging technologies. . 
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